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Abstract - -We show how to construct an increasing (decreasing) sequence of lower (upper) bounds 
for the smallest (largest) eigenvalue of a matrix with real spectrum by using the knowledge of the 
largest (smallest) eigenvalue. We apply these results to obtain a decreasing sequence of upper bounds 
for the largest singular value of a complex matrix. Finally, we show that the new bounds improve 
some previous results. Examples in which the bounds could be useful are given. © 1999 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a matrix with real eigenvalues Ax _> A2 >_ ... _> An. There are cases in which we know A1 
or An. For example, if A is a nonnegative irreducible matrix with real spectrum such that all the 
row sums are equal to some value s, then AI = s, the Perron root of A [1]. Another example is 
given for a positive semidefinite matrix A with An = 0. This is the case for the matrix A*A  if A 
is a complex matrix of order m x n with m < n. 
In this paper, we consider the following problem. 
How are bounds obtained for A1 (respectively, An) knowing An (respectively, At)? 
What  we show here is how to construct an increasing (decreasing) sequence of lower (upper) 
bounds for the smallest (largest) eigenvalue of a matrix with real spectrum by using the knowledge 
of the largest (smallest) eigenvalue. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss our fundamental result which is 
the solution to an optimization problem. In Section 3, we apply the result of this optimization 
problem to obtain the above mentioned sequences. In Section 4, we get a decreasing sequence of 
upper bounds for the largest singular value of a given complex matrix. In Section 5, we show that 
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the terms of the sequences derived in Section 3 are strictly better bounds than those obtained 
in [2]. Also, we give the explicit formulas for the first term of each sequence. We finish with 
examples corresponding to problems in which the results could be useful. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT  
In this section, we consider an optimization problem which gives the fundamental basis for the 
results of this paper. We consider real numbers a and bp satisfying the condition 
I in -- 1)2p-1 bp 1 1/2p 
I, 1 ___ , (1) 
where n > 2 and p are natural numbers. 
An example of real numbers atisfying condition (1) is 
a=Ak- -  - -  trAn any fix Ak and bp = tr (A -~-~I )  ~p, 
where A1 _> A2 _> ... _> An are the eigenvalues of a given matrix A of order n x n .  In fact, from 
Corollary 2.5 in [2], 
Ak -- n ~ (n-- 1) 2p-1 + 1 tr h -~-~I  (2) 
In particular, 
and 
A l _ t _~ < [ (n - l )  2p-1 (A_t~_AI)2P] 1/2p 
- (n  - 1)  2v -1  + 1 tr (3) 
l ltr/  1 
We comment that the equality in (3) holds if and if only A2 = A3 . . . . .  An and the equality 
in (4) holds if and only if A1 = A2 . . . . .  An-1. 
In order to prove our main result, which is given in Theorem 3, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let a and bp be real numbers atisfying condition (1). Then, the polynomial equation 
(x + a) 2p 
x2P + (n - 2) 2p-1 + asp - bp = 0 (5) 
has two real roots sp and lp, Sp < lp. If the inequality in (1) is strict, then sp < lp. 
PROOF. Let 
(z + a) 2p 
/p (x) = x~p + (~-_- 2 -~:  1 + a ~ - b~. 
Then, ~ vanishes at x = -a / in  - 1) and fp is a convex function on (-c¢, c¢). Moreover, from 
condition (1), 
( - -a )  (n--1)2p-l-t-1 
I* ~ = (n-1)2p--_T a2p-b,<O. 
Therefore, the function fp attains aglobal nonpositive minimum at x = -a / in -1 )  and then there 
exist real numbers Sp and lp, Sp < lp, such that fp(sp) = fp(lp) = O. Clearly, if the inequality 
in (1) is strict, then fv ( -a /n  - 1) < 0 and thus, sp < I v. | 
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REMARK 1. We observe that 
1. 
- -a  
sp < < lp 
-n -1  - 
with strict inequalities if the inequality in (1) is strict. 
2. The only real interception points of the curves 
(6) 
x + (n - 2) y = -a ,  
X 2p Jr- (n - 2) y2p = bp - a 2p (7) 
are (sv, ( -a  - sp)/(n - 2)) and (lp, ( -a  - lv)/(n - 2)). 
LEMMA 2. Let a and bp be real numbers atisfying condition (1). ThenO the set 
S= { (~I,X2,...,Xn--1) • P~n-11Xl'l-x2"l-'"'4-Xn-l"4"a~-O, } 
• + + + + a"  = (s) 
is not empty. 
PROOF. In order to show that S is not empty, we consider (n-1)-uplas of the form (Xl, x2,. • •, x2). 
We impose 
xl + (n - 2) x2 + a = 0, 
x~ p + (n - 2) x 2p + a 2p = bp. (9) 
Then, 
X21 p -t- (Xl "4- a) 2p 
(n -- 2) 2p-1 + a2p -- bp = O. (10) 
From Lemma 1, this equation has at least one real solution xl. Let x2 = ( -a -  x l ) / (n -  2). 
We have proved that there exists (x l ,x2 , . . .  ,x2) E 1% "-1 such that (3) holds. Therefore, 
(Xl,X2,... ,x2) • S and thus, S is not empty. 
REMARK 2. We observe that the converse of Lemma 2 is also true. That is, if S is not empty 
then the real numbers a and b v satisfy condition (1). In fact, let x =(xt, x2, . . . ,  x , _ l )  • S. Then, 
xl + x2 +. . .  + xn-1 + a = 0. Hence, from Theorem 2.3 in [2], it follows that 
la l  = (~= 
= (g -  
÷ + + + 
1)2P -1 
- 1) 2p-I "I l12p 
T)2-~'-1 + lbp J 
THEOREM 3. Let a and bp be 
and Ip be as in Lemma 1. Let 
1. 
or 
2. 
real numbers atisfying condition (1) with strict inequality. Let sp 
S be the set defined in (8). Let f (x l ,x2 , . . .  ,X , - l )  = Xl. Then, 
min f (x) = sp, if a > 0, 
xES 
max f (x) = lp, if a < O. 
xE5 
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PROOF. Suppose a > 0. Let us consider the optimization problem: 
minf (x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xn- l ) ,  f (X l ,X2 , . . .  ,xn-1) = Xl, 
subject o 
h l  (X l ,X2 , . . .  ,Xn -1)  = X l  JF-X2 -~" ' ' "  -{'- Xn-1  -{-a = O, 
+ + = o. h2(X l ,X2 , .  . . ,Xn -1)  = X l  + . . .  +aSp_  
Let 
= (~1, A2) and L(x, ~) = f (x)  + )hhl(x)  + )~2h2(x). 
According to the second-order sufficient conditions for equality constrain problems [3], if x* is a 
point satisfying 
hi(x*) = 0, h2(x*) : 0, 
VL(x*,~) = Vf(x*)  + A1Vhl(X*) + A2Vh2(x*) = 0, 
and 
= ~ v72~ /X*~ V2L(x*,)~) V2f (x* ) -4 -~ lV2h l (X* )+ 2v  ,t2t ) 
is a positive (negative) definite matrix, then f attains a minimum (maximum) value at the 
point x*. 
In our case, 
OL (x, ~) = 1 + )~1 -1- 2P.X~x 2v-1 = O, 
c9xl 
OL (X,)~) = "~1 "4- 2p.h2x 2p- 1 = O, k = 2, 3 , . . . ,  n - 1. 
Oxk 
Thus, we obtain 
X2 = X3 ---- "'" = Xn- l "  
Let x* = (x~,x~,x~, . . .  ,x~). Now, from the constraint conditions hi(x*) = 0 and h2(x*) = 0, 
we have the system of equations 
x~ + (n - 2)x~ = -a ,  
Xl 2p + (n - 2)x~ 2p = bp - a 2p. 
(11) 
Then, 
(z: + a) 2p 
x;2P + (~-_-2-~-- 1 +a2p-bp=O.  (12) 
From Lemma 1, we know that (12) has two real solutions. Let x~ be the smallest one. From 
remark (1), x~ < -a / (n  - 1) and then 
. -a -x~ > -a+a/ in -1 )  -a  
x2= n------~ n -2  n -1  >x~. 
The Hessian matrix of the optimization problem at (x*, A) is 
V~L(x *, A) = 2p(2p - 1)A2D, 
where 
f ,(2p-2) ,(2v-2) 'x~(2v-2)/ D = diag ~x t ,x 2 , . . .  
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Since 
and 
we have 
,~ . * (2p- l )  1 + A 1 --~ zpA2~I = 0 
. * (2p-  1) 
A 1 -{- zpA2~ 2 = 0, 
1-~-2pA 2 (Xl (2p-I) -x~ (2p-1)) =0. (13) 
We proved that x~ < x~. Hence, X~ (2p-l) --X2 (2p-l) < 0 and, from (13), A2 > 0. Therefore, 
V2L(x *, A) = 2p(2p - 1)A2D is a positive definite matrix. Therefore, f attains a minimum at x*. 
The corresponding result for a < 0 can be proved in the same way. | 
3. BOUNDS FOR AI(An ) KNOWING An(A1) 
Let A be an n x n matrix with only real eigenvalues 
A1 ~ A2 ~ "'" ~ An- 
Then, 
and 
(A1 t rA)  -b (A2 t rA)  + ... + (An t rA)=0 (14) 
(A1 t rA)2P+(A2 t~k)2P+' . .+(An  t rA)2P=tr (A -~I )  2p, (15) 
We already observed that the numbers A1 - (trA)/n and tr(A-((trA)/(n))I) 2p satisfy l~he in- 
equality (1) with equality if and if A2 = A3 . . . . .  An and that the inequality (1) it is 
also verified by the numbers An - (trA)/n and tr(A-((trA)/(n))I) 2p with equality if only if 
A1 = A2 . . . . .  An-1.  
THEOREM 4. Let A be an n x n matr/x with only real eigenvalues 
A1 _> A2 >_ ... >_ An. 
Then, 
1. An - (trA)/n is greater that or equal to the smallest real solution of the equation 
x2p+ (X+Al - ( t rA) /n)  2p ( t rA)  2p ( t~k )2p 
(n - 2) 2p-1 4- A1 - - tr A - - - I  = 0; (16) 
2. A1 - (trA)/n is less than or equal to the largest real solution o£ the equation 
x2p+ (x + An-(trA) /n)  2p ( t~k)2P ( t )2p 
(n -  2) 2p-I q- An - tr A - ~ I  = 0. (17) 
PROOF. 
i. Let 
If 
trA and b~ tr A t I a=A1 
b trAI In1(  / llJ < I , A1- n - - -~t r  A-  
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then Ai > Aj for some j > i > 2. Then, a > 0 and the numbers a and bp satisfy 
condition (1) with strict inequality. Let S and f as in Theorem 3. From (14) and (15), 
we see that 
( trA An-1 erA .,A2 t~k) - - - ,  - - - , . .  ES. An n n 
From Theorem 3, we obtain that An - ( t rA ) /n  is greater than or equal to the minxes f (x), 
which is the smallest solution of equation (16). Now, if 
A1 trAId-- [•-1 ( ~-~ )2] 1/2 
- n ~ t r  A -  I , 
then A2 = A3 . . . . . .  An  = (trA-A1)/(n - I) and equation (16) has a unique real root. 
This real root is ( ( t rA /n ) -A1) / (n  - 1) which is equal to An - (trA)/n. This finishes the 
proof of the first part of the theorem. 
2. Now, let a = An - (trA)/n and the rest of the proof is clear. 
From Theorem 4, it is immediate that we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A be an n x n matrix with only real eigenvalues 
AI~A2>_ ' ">An.  
1. IrA1 is known and sn is the smallest real solution of equation (16) then ((trA)/n + %) is 
a sequence of lower bounds for the smallest eigenvalue of A.  
2. I f  An is known and Iv is the largest real solution of equation (17), then ((trA)/n + Iv) is 
a sequence of upper hounds for the largest eigenvalue of A.  
To compute the above-mentioned sequences, we can go faster by considering p = 2 k, k = 
0, 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  as we do in the following examples. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
A = I 234i] 345 4 5 1 . 5 1 2 L5123 
One can easily see that A1 = 15. From Corollary 5, we have the following sequence of lower 
bounds for the smallest eigenvalue of A. 
trA p - -  +% 
n 
1 -6.1237 
2 -4.8321 
4 -4.3661 
8 -4.2610 
The true smallest eigenvalue is -4.2533. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
6 -I 
-1 5 
A-- -2 -2 
-3 -1 
0 -1 
-2  
-2  
8 
-2  
-2  
-3  
-1 
-2  
7 
-1  
0] 
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Clearly, A is a positive semidefinite matrix and A5 = 0 is its smallest eigenvalue. From 
Corollary 5, we obtain the following sequence of upper bounds for the largest eigenvalue. 
The true largest eigenvalue is 10.0000. 
trA 
p - -  + lp  
n 
1 11.6533 
2 10.5796 
4 10.1999 
8 10.0514 
In the above examples, the sequence ( ( t rA) /n + sp) is increasing and the sequence ( t rA) /n  
+/p)  is decreasing. Now, we show that these properties are, in general, true. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be an n × n matr/x with only real eigenvalues 
AI~A2~" ' ) _An .  
Let ( ( t rA) /n  +/p)  and ( ( t rA) /n + sn) as defined in Corollary 5. Then, 
1. ( ( t rA) /n  + ln) is a decreasing sequence and 
lim (~-~+/p)=A1;  
p---*oo 
2. ( ( t rA) /n  + sn)/s an increasing sequence and 
lira ( ~-  + sn) = An. 
p.---* oo  
PROOF.  
1. Let a = An - (trA)/n. From Remark 1, the intersection points of the curves 
x + - 2 )  y = 
x sp + (n - 2) y2p = bp - a sp 
(18) 
are ( sn , (-a - sn ) / ( n - 2 ) ) and (In, (-a - lp ) / ( n - 2 ) ) . In order to prove that ( ( tr A ) / n + Ip ) is 
a decreasing sequence, it is enough to show that the sequence of the positive x-intersection 
of the curve 
x 2p + (n - 2)y sp = bp - a sp (19) 
is a decreasing sequence as p grows. The positive x-intersection of the curve (19) is 
(bp - asp) 1/(2p). We need to prove that 
(bp - a2P) 1/(2p) > 1. (20) 
(bp+l - a2p+2) 1/(2p+2) -
Which is true because 
trA  )11 ,...,An-I -- 
n 2p 
A1 n ' " "  
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Thus, we have proved that ((trA)/n + lp) is a decreasing sequence. We know that 
A1 _< ((trA)/n + lp) for all p. Hence, limp_,c~((trA)/n + lp) exists and A1 _< limp_,c¢ 
((trA)/n + Ip). Clearly, 
trA t rA)  2p 
- -  - - , . . . ,An_  1 
n 
lp ~ (bp - a2p) (1)/(2p) : ()~1 
Then, 
( trA t~k)  o ° trA lim lp< A1 - - - , . . . , )~n-1  =A1- - -  
p--*oo ~ n 
Hence, limp_~oo((trA)/(n) +/p) = A1- This finishes the proof of the first statement. 
2. Now, let a = An - (trA)/n and the rest is similar to the proof of Statement 1. 
4. A DECREASING SEQUENCE OF UPPER 
BOUNDS FOR THE LARGEST S INGULAR VALUE 
x2P -}. 
EXAMPLE 10. Le t  
Let A be an m x n complex matrix with m ~ n. Suppose that m < n. Let 
~1 (A) > ~2 (A) >. . .  > ~m (A) 
be the singular values of A. The eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix B = A*A [20] 
are 
al 2 (A)>a 2(A)_>. . . _>a 2(A)  _>0 . . . . .  0. 
Hence, B is a matrix with real spectrum with An (B) = 0. If m > n, we consider B = AA*. 
From Theorem 4 and Corollary 5, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be an m x n complex matrix, m ~ n. Let r = max{re, n}. Let B = A*A 
f i r  = n or B = AA* f i r  = m. Then, (v/lp + (trB)/r)  is a decreasip_g sequence of  upper bounds 
for al(A),  where lp is the largest ea/solution of the equation 
(x_ ( t rB) / r )2p  (~)2p  ( t~  )2p 
(r - 2) 2p-1 + - tr B - ~ I  = 0. (21) 
A = 2i - i  
1 
0 
Here, r = 4 and B = AA*. The application of Theorem 9 gives the following sequence of upper 
bounds for al (A). 
p bound 
1 2.9570 
2 2.9459 
4 2.9417 
We observe that the largest singular of A is 2.9417. 
Now, let A be an n x n complex matrix. We define the n x (n + 1) matrix 
~, = [A 0].  
Then, [A0 o] 
Now, it is clear that the eigenvalues of A*A are 
al 2 (A), a22 (A) , . . . ,  cr 2 (A) and 0. 
Hence, we can apply Theorem 4 and Corollary 5 to the matrix A*A to obtain the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 11. Let A be an n x n complex matrix. Then, (~/lp + (trB)/(n + 1)) is a decreasing 
sequence of upper bounds for al (A), where B = A* A and lp is largest real solution of the equation 
x2 , + (x-(trB)l(n+(n_ 1) 2p-11))2" (trB ~2p ( trB )2p 
+\n-+- - I /  - t r  f i -n+l I  =0,  (22) 
andfi = [BO 
O0 ]" 
EXAMPLE 12. Let 
A = 
2 i] 
1 2 
1 1 - 
The application of Theorem 11 gives the following sequence of upper bounds for al (A). 
p bound 
1 4.0206 
2 3.8539 
4 3.8291 
The largest singular value of A is 3.8284. 
Finally, we consider the case of a positive definite matrix A of order n x n. Now, we define the 
(n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix 
The eigenvalues of A are 
AI (A) _> A2 (A) > ....  ~ An (A) and 0. 
Because 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of,~, we can apply Theorem 4and Corollary 5 to this matrix 
to obtain the following. 
THEOREM 13. Let A be an n x n positive definite matrix. Then, (In+ (trA)/n + 1) is a decreasing 
sequence of upper bounds for al(A), where lp is the largest real solution of the equation 
x2 p + (x - ( t rA) / (n+ I))'P + ( t rA  ~2p ( trA )2p 
(n - l )  2v-1 \n+l ]  - t r  ~ ' -n+l I  =0, (23) 
where  ~, = [A o 
O0 ]" 
EXAMPLE 14. Let 
A __ 
- 10  -1  2 
- -1  5 -1  - . 
2 -1 6 
3 -1 0 
The application of Theorem 13 gives the following upper bounds for al (A) 
p bound 
1 12.9409 
2 12.3431 
4 12.3124 
The largest singular of A is 12.3123. 
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5. BETTER BOUNDS BY  COMPUTING ONLY 
THE F IRST  TWO TERMS OF  THE SEQUENCE 
Let A be a matrix of order n x n with real eigenvalues 
A1 _> A2 _>... _> A=. 
In [2], we have derived a decreasing sequence of real intervals in such a way that all the 
eigenvalues of A are contained in each interval. These intervals are 
[trA trA ] 
__  _~p,__  +~p , 
n 
where 
[ (n -1 )Tp- I  ( ~-)TP]   1) 2 -1 + 
~p = l t r  A -  . (24) 
Hence, ((trA)/n - ap) is an increasing sequence of lower bounds for An and ((trA)/n + ap) is 
a decreasing sequence of upper bounds for A1. 
We remember that from Corollary 5 and Theorem 8, ((trA)/n + lp) is a decreasing sequence 
of upper bounds for A1, where lp is the largest real solution of 
xTp+ (x+An-( t rA) /n)  2p ( t~k)TP ( era )Tp 
(n-- 2) 2p-1 + An -- tr A - I = 0 (25) 
and ((trA)/n + sp) is an increasing sequence of lower bounds for An, where Sp is the smallest real 
solution of 
xTp+(X+Al - ( t rA) /n)TP( (n  - 2) 2p-1 erA) 2p ( t ) 2prA  + A1 - t r  A -  n I =0.  (26) 
Now, our purpose is to show that lp + (trA)/n and sp + (trA)/n are better bounds than 
ap + (trA)/n and (trA)/n - ap, respectively. 
THEOREM 15. For 8.11 p
1. 
trA trA lp + - -  < ap + - - ,  
n n 
and 
2. 
trA trA 
- -  -ap  < sp+ 
n n 
PROOF. 
1. Let a = An - (trA)/n and bp = tr (A-( t rA) /n)  2p. 
statement, we recall from the proof of Lemma 1 that 
Thus, a < 0. To prove the first 
(x + a) 2p 
h (x) = x 2p + (n'-- ~-21  + aTp - b. 
is a strictly increasing function for x _> -a / (n -1 ) .  Also,/p(lp) = 0 and -a/ (n-1)  < -a <_ 
ap. Then, to conclude that Ip < ap, it is suffices to prove that fp(ap) > 0. Using (24), 
the function fp becomes 
(X + a) 2p (n -- I)  2p-1 + 1 ~,, 
/ "  = + (n - 2) 2"-1 + - i : -  1) 
(27) 
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We have 
(Olp "4- a) 2p (vt -- 1) 2p-1 4- 1 
fp (Olp) -~ Ol2p "b (n -- 2) 2p-1 q- a2p -- (n -- 1) 2p-1 
- -  (Olp + a) 2p 1 a~v. 
(n -- 2) 2p-1 + a2p (n -- 1) 2p-1 
In order to obtain the sign of fp(av), we define the function 
(~. + x)2" ~" 
g(x) = (75  + (n -  1) 2 -1 
One can see that g has a global minimum at x = ( -o lp ) / (n  - 1) and that g( ( -o~p) / (n  -
1)) = 0. Hence, g(x)  > 0 for all x. In particular, g(a) = fp (o~p) > O. 
2. To show the second statement, let a = A1 - (trA)/n. Then, a > 0. From the proof of 
Lemma 1, the function fp in (27) is strictly decreasing for x <_ -a / (n  - 1). Moreover, 
fp(sp) = 0 and -ap  <: -a  < -a / (n  - 1). Then, it suffices to prove that f ( -c%) > 0. We 
have 
(--Otp + a) 2p (n -- 1) 2p-1 + 1 
fp ( -ap)  =a~+ ~n- -2 - -~ +a2p-  (n -  1) 2p-1 
_ ( -~  + a)2p ~p 
(n -- 2) 2p-1 q- a2p (n -- 1) 2p-1" 
Now, we consider the function 
(--p + z)2p ~p 
h (x) = (n - 2) 2p- I  q- x2p (r$ - 1) 2p- l "  
The function h has a global minimum at x = (c~p)/(n - 1) and that h(ap/n  - 1) = 0. 
Then, h(x)  >_ 0 for all x. In particular, h(a) = fp ( -ap)  > 0. This finishes the proof. 
Now, we concentrate our attention in the first term of the sequences, (lp + (trA)/n) and 
(sp + (trA)/n). 
In particular, for p = 1, we have 
and 
where 
trA trA 
- -  - o~1 < + Sl < X.  (28) 
n n 
trA trA 
X1 _< +l l  < +a l ,  (29) 
n n 
At this point, we comment that tr(A 2) can be obtained without to square the matrix A. In 
fact, 
t r (A  2) = ~'~a,kak,. (31) 
/----1 k=l 
If A is an Hermitian matrix then 
(32) 
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Therefore, the computation ofal requires O(n 2) flops. 
We know that ll is the largest solution of the equation 
x 2 + (x + An - (trA)/n) 2 
n -2  
Using (30), this equation becomes 
+(An t~k)2 - tr (A -  ~-~I)2 = 0. 
x2 + 2 (An t~k) xq- 
n-1  
Then lx is explicitly given by 
(An trA) 2 7n(-~-~1~2) ch  = 0. 
l l=nl l  (In(n_2)(a2 (A n t~)2)_(A n t~) ) .  
On the other hand, sl is the smallest solution of 
2 ( t rA)  ( t rA )  2 (n : 72) 
1 Ax - x+ A1 
tn - 1) 
Thus, sl is given by 
81 ~ m -1 
n -1  
( I  n (n _ 2) (c~ _ (A1 trA)2)  + (A 1 t rA) ) .  
We already comment hat the computation of al requires O(n 2) flops. Moreover, in the 
computation of ll and sl, the greatest effort is in computing al. Then, each of the bounds 
11 + (trA)/n and sl + (trA)/n are obtained in O(n 2) flops. 
Now, we put our attention in the computation of 12 + (trA)/(n) and s2 + (trA)/n. We know 
that 12 is the largest real root of the equation 
X4 -I - (X + An _ (trA)/n)4 ( trA)4 ( t_~ )4 
(n -2 )  3 + An - t r  A -  I =0 ,  
and s~ is the smallest real root of 
x4+(X+Al-(trA)/n)4+(Al(n-2) 3 t rA)4 - t r IA - t rnA I )4  =0. 
Clearly, in the computation of12 and s2 the greatest effort is in computing tr(A - ((trA)/n)I) 4. 
Let B =(A - ((trA)/n)I) 2. We observe that 
tr A I tr (B 2) bikbki. 
i----1 k----1 
Then, in order to compute tr(A - ((trA)/n)I) 4, only one squaring of A - ((trA)/n)I is needed. 
Hence, the computation of tr(A - ((trA)/n)I) 4 requires (1/2)O(n 3)flops if A is a symmetric 
matrix. 
Our numerical examples how that 12 + (trA)/n and s2 + (trA)/n can be quite accurate as 
bounds for A1 and An, respectively. Also, these xamples how that l~ + (trA)/n and s2 + (trA)/n 
are important improvement of a2 + (trA)/n and (trA)/n - a2, respectively. 
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We remember that we assume that AI (or An) is known and that there are cases in which this 
assumption takes place. We finish with some examples corresponding to problems in which the 
new bounds could be useful. We compare these bounds with a n + (trA)/n and (trA)/n - c~p, 
p= 1,2. 
The nonnegative matrices arise in a variety of problems. By the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, a 
nonnegative matrix A has a real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius. This eigenvalue denoted 
by r(A) is called the Perron root of A. It i~ know that if A is an irreducible matrix of order 
n x n then ' 
n 
Z aij = r, (A) for all i, 
j=l 
or  
n n 
mi~n~a,j<r(A)<miaxEa,j. 
j=l j-----I 
Therefore, if A is an irreducible nonnegative matrix with real spectrum such that all the row sums 
are equal to some value s, then AI = s = r(A). Examples of type of matrices are the irreducible 
stochastic matrices with real spectrum and the irreducible nonnegative circulant matrices with 
real spectrum. 
EXAMPLE 16. Lower bounds for the smallest eigenvalue of a stochastic matrix. Suppose that A 
is an irreducible stochastic matrix with real spectrum. Then, AI = 1 is its largest eigenvalue. 
Thus, we can compute Sl + ( t rA) /n  and s2 + ( t rA) /n and use these values as improved bounds 
for the smallest eigenvalue. Let 
A = 
0.1 0.1 0.6 0.II 0.09] 
0.I 0.3 0 0.4 0.2 
0.6 0 0.25 0.05 0.I . 
0.11 0.4 0.05 0.19 0.25 
t0.09 0.2 0.1 0.25 0.36J 
Then, 
trA 
p - ap 
n 
1 -0.8071 
2 -0.6363 
The smallest eigenvalue of A is -0.4382. 
EXAMPLE 17. Bounds for the largest eigenvalue of 
Let 
i I -1 -1 
- i  5 -2  
A --- -1  2  6 
-1  -2  
-1  -1  
trA 
sp q- 
n 
-0.6475 
-0.4776 
a positive semide-finite matrix. 
_1 I] 
-1  
-1  - I  I 
- 2  - . 
5 - 
-1  
smallest eigenvalue. Then we have Clearly, A is a positive semidefinite matrix and As = 0 is its 
the following. 
trA trA 
p lp + ~p + 
n n 
1 8.1213 10.0764 
2 8.0140 9.8059 
The largest eigenvalue of A is 8.0000. 
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